There are four parts to the hiring and training process: 1) job posting and candidate selection, 2) job interviewing and selection, 3) Human resource process for approval to hire, and 4) six-week scheduling foundation training. The project team collaborated closely with Human Resources to develop a new centralized hiring process. The following actions were taken to reduce time, improve efficiency and remove waste:

The Mayo Clinic Rochester Patient appointment scheduling department has 748 schedulers who support 41 offices for the outpatient practice. Each office size range varies from 3 to over 60 schedulers. The scheduling position is an entry level role with a high turnover rate averaging 22% nationally over the past 6 years, according to the Patient Access Collaborative which is National Academic Healthcare Consortium.1

In 2021 and 2022, we experienced 30% turnover which averages to 20 schedulers a month. This gap increases workload for each scheduler within the work unit and negatively impacts scheduling performance and satisfaction for both staff and patients.

Weekly average scheduling productivity:
- 55,000 appointments
- 1,300 surgical cases
- 75,000 patient calls per week.
- Work queue management
- Efax processing
- Waitlist management
- Provider order tee-up
- In Basket and Message management

1. Single job posting & centralized hiring:
   - Created efficiencies & removed competition for candidates
   - Reduced candidate loss
   - Saved time for work units & HR while building stronger relationships across all work units
   - Opened remote opportunity which increased hiring pool

2. Reimagined training program:
   - Removed redundancy
   - Focused on right training/right time
   - Created new methods with virtual training

3. Pre-hire Benefits:
   - Minimal cost upfront to achieve objective of reducing open position time
   - Improved morale by having a staffed work unit & less OT/burnout
   - Improved scheduling performance & patient satisfaction
   - Reduced overstaffing (incremental FTE) due to open position time
   - Improved financial performance

Centralizing the hiring process and the ability to pre-hire directly to a department pool provided the opportunity to eliminate 13 weeks of the process which greatly reduced the time spent by supervisors and Human Resources. The implementation of new training methods also helped streamline the process by adding flexibility and the opportunity to focus on hiring within departments. Employee satisfaction was improved by decreasing burnout through reduction of overtime and improving work and performance measures. The outcome of reducing open position time positively impacted patient experience and practice performance goals. Other healthcare roles could implement this strategy if they constantly measure turnover rate to determine pre-hire volumes and have a training pool for new hires.

The total open position time decreased from 16 weeks to 3 weeks (an 81% reduction). The pre-hiring process was instrumental in reducing time as expirations are now being cited and greats during the last half of foundation training. As a result, scheduled call training removed two weeks of foundation training while still covering all necessary topics. Also, overtime in the patient scheduling department was decreased by 16% and multiple unit performance metrics were improved average speed to answer calls, abandoned call rate, work queue volumes, and in-basket volumes.
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BACKGROUND

The goals were to 1) decrease time from known employee departure to finishing scheduling foundation training and 2) pre-hire schedulers to reduce time from listing an open position to starting office specific training.

These changes would improve scheduling productivity, increase favorable financial performance, reduce candidate base due to greater than 7-day delay in offer, eliminate office competition for candidates, reduced overstaffing requests, and reduce the 30% turnover rate.

RESULTS

The total open position time decreased from 16 weeks to 3 weeks (an 81% reduction). The pre-hiring process was instrumental in reducing time as expirations are now being cited and greats during the last half of foundation training. In addition, scheduled call training removed two weeks of foundation training while still covering all necessary topics. Also, overtime in the patient scheduling department was decreased by 16% and multiple unit performance metrics were improved average speed to answer calls, abandoned call rate, work queue volumes, and in-basket volumes.

1. Single job posting & centralized hiring:
   - Created efficiencies & removed competition for candidates
   - Reduced candidate loss
   - Saved time for work units & tilt while building stronger relationships across all work units
   - Opened remote opportunity which increased hiring pool

2. Reimagined training program:
   - Removed redundancy
   - Focused on right training/finite time
   - Created new methods with virtual training

3. Pre-hire Benefits:
   - Minimal cost upfront to achieve objective of reducing open position time
   - Improved morale by having a staffed work unit & less OT/burnout
   - Improved scheduling performance & patient satisfaction
   - Reduced overstaffing (incremental FTE) due to open position time
   - Improved financial performance

LESSONS LEARNED

- Centralized hiring allows for better efficiency to capture qualified candidates
- Pre-hiring requires weekly monitoring of the turnover rate to plan future class sizes
- Pre-hiring provides flexibility to match new hires with future appointment offices
- The realized benefits of reducing open position time offsets pre-hiring costs
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FIGURE 1: Changes to the Hiring and Training Workflow

FIGURE 2: Restructured Hiring & Training Process
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